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RENTAL SKIS 

 

MEN’S SKIS 
 

ARMADA 
 

 

Armada ARV 96 
Whether you consider the Armada ARV 96 Skis wider park skis or all-mountain 
skis that love to butter, spin and take to the air, the bottom line is they will do 
just about anything and make it all fun. A balanced combination of a revamped 
ash and poplar core, Spin Tip construction and durable 2.2mm edges make 
the Armada ARV 96 Skis the all-mountain freestyle skis you can ride in just 
about any conditions. 
 
Construction: S7 Base, 2.2mm impact edge, AR75 sidewall, pop-lite core  

Best for: Park/Pipe, All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  163 / 170 / 177 / 184 

Radius: 19m@177cm 

Tip: 125mm 

Waist: 96mm 

Tail: 117mm 

 

Armada Tracer 98 
The Tracer 98 Skis are a perfect balance of fresh snow float and groomer glide, 
edgehold on hard snow and float in deeper stuff. Innegra™ fiber mesh is added 
for strength and to help eliminate mass. 

 
Construction: Comp series base, Xrystal Mesh Damping, AR75 sidewall, pop-

lite core 

Best for: All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  164 / 172 / 180 

Radius: 17.5m@172cm 

Tip: 130mm 

Waist: 98mm 

Tail: 121mm 

 

https://www.evo.com/shop/armada
https://www.evo.com/shop/armada


 

MEN’S SKIS 
 

ATOMIC 
 

 

Atomic Nomad Bent Chetler 100 
The  Bent Chetler 100’s aren't really trying to be a carver ski masquerading as 
an "all-mountain" ride, though they can perform a clean turn on groomed as 
well as most. What they are is a ton of fun in a narrower package that doesn't 
burden you with pow day width when it hasn't snowed in a couple weeks. Light 
on the feet, playful and with plenty under the hood when you need it, the 
Chetler 100 actually kills it in just about any conditions, and does so without 
excess baggage.  

 
Construction: HRZN Tech tip & tail, Light Woodcore, Structured topsheet. 

Best for: All mountain 

Lengths (cm): 172 / 180 / 188  

Radius: 19.5m@180cm 

Tip: 129.5mm 

Waist: 100mm 

Tail: 120mm 

 

 

Atomic Vantage 90 CTi 
Atomic’s iconic all-mountain Vantage series, the hits just keep on coming. Rip 
up manicured groomers in the morning, explore the backside in the afternoon, 
and venture everywhere in between on the Atomic Vantage 90 Ti Skis. The 
advanced  Prolite construction combines with an innovative Titanal mesh,   
making the Atomic Vantage 90 Ti Skis a fantastic choice for aggressive piste 
skiers who appreciate riding off the beaten path every now and then. 

Construction: Prolite construction, power wood core, energy backbone,     
titanium tank mesh, world cup base finish 

Best for: All mountain 

Lengths (cm): 161 / 169 / 176 / 184 

Radius: 18.4@176cm 

Tip: 127.5mm 

Waist: 90mm 

Tail: 114mm 
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Atomic Vantage 97C  
The Vantage 97 C is a balanced, easy-riding ski that won't let you down when 
speed and slope angle increase. Engineered from the ground up with smart ma-
terials where it matters, and none where it doesn't, the Vantage 97 C Skis shred 
corduroy, tree runs, and surprise powder days equally well 

Construction: Prolite construction, light wood core, energy backbone, Carbon 

tank mesh, structured topsheet.  

Best for: All mountain. 

Lengths (cm): 164 / 172 / 180 / 188 

Radius: 18m@172cm 

Tip: 130mm 

Waist: 97mm 

Tail: 119mm 

 

 

BLIZZARD 
 

 

Blizzard Bonafide 
The Blizzard Bonafide has been at the top of the all-mountain "mountain" for as 
long as any of us can remember, and they're not going anywhere else in the 
near future. For the skier who drives a ski hard and knows the difference be-
tween a carved turn and a skidded one, the Bonafide is tough to beat.          
The Bonafide comes through in the clutch when speeds are high and the 
adrenaline is flowing. 

Construction:  Poplar beech wood core, carbon flipcore technology, bi-
directional carbon tip and tail, sintered graphite base.  

Best for: All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  166 / 173 / 180 / 187 

Radius: 18m@180cm 

Tip: 135mm 

Waist: 98mm 

Tail: 119mm 
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Blizzard Brahma CA 
The Blizzard Brahma CA Skis take the proven 88 mm Brahma platform, remove 
the two sheets of Titanal and replace them with the Carbon Drive design used 
in the successful Zero G series  

Construction: Poplar wood core, Sintered graphite base, sandwich compound 
sidewall, Carbon drive technology 

Best for: Freeride, all-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  166 / 173 / 180 / 187 

Radius: 19m@180cm 

Tip: 125mm 

Waist: 88mm 

Tail: 110mm 

 
 
 

Blizzard Rustler 9 
The Rustler 9 is a new width for the Rustler concept, it’s light on the feet and 
quick-like-a-bunny in turns. The Rustler 9 retains high speed stability with the 
addition of a sculpted DRD Titanal insert and stout Sandwich Compound Side-
wall design. For a ski that does a bit of everything and does it all very well, the 
Blizzard Rustler 9 fits the bill perfectly.  

Construction:  ISO Paulownia Balsa Poplar Beech Woodcore, Carbon Flipcore 
D.R.T, Sandwich Compound Sidewall, Sintered Graphite Base. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  172 / 180 / 188 

Radius: 17m@180cm 

Tip: 127.5mm 

Waist: 94mm 

Tail: 117mm 
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Blizzard Rustler 10 
The Blizzard Rustler series took the freeride market by storm last season, the 
102 mm waist width makes the "10" the ideal candidate for an all-conditions 
diet, while the attractive weight and quick-turning solid performance won it fans 
worldwide. From bumps to steeps and spring corn to full winter pow, the Rustler 
10 does it all and deserves a place in your quiver -- so much the better if that's 
a quiver of one. 

Construction:  Multi-Layer ISO Paulownia Balsa Poplar Beech Woodcore, 
Carbon Flipcore D.R.T, Sandwich Compound Sidewall, Sintered Graphite Base. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  172 / 180 / 188 

Radius: 17.5m@180cm 

Tip: 133mm 

Waist: 102mm 

Tail: 122.5mm 

 

DYNASTAR 
 

 

Dynastar Legend X96 
The Dynastar Legend X 96 is a great choice for an all-round fun ski great on 
both hard and soft surfaces, and light and nimble in tight quarters and trees. 
With a Paulownia wood core and featuring Dynastar s Powerdrive Free        
construction, the Legend X 96 makes directional changes child's play but     
retains stability at higher speeds and edging power on compact ice. 

Construction: Paulownia Wood Core, Powerdrive Free Construction, Full ABS 

Sidewalls, Five Point Sidecut. 

Best for:  All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  171 / 178 / 186 

Radius: 17m@178cm 

Tip: 132mm 

Waist: 96mm 

Tail: 112mm 
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Dynastar Legend X88 
The Dynastar Legend X88 is a made-to-order ripping setup for all-mountain 
riders who love to ski fast and demand the utmost in stability. In recent years, 
this category was dominated by certain Austrian and German ski makers, but 
Dynastar has jumped to the head of the class by pairing their novel Powerdrive 
Free construction with two layers of Titanal for power and dampness. 

Construction:  Poplar Wood Core, Two Titanal Laminates, Full ABS Sidewalls, 
Five Point Sidecut. 

Best for: All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  166/ 173 / 180 

Radius: 18m@180cm 

Tip: 125mm 

Waist: 88mm 

Tail: 109mm 

 

HEAD 
 

 

Head Kore 93 
The perfect transitional ski for dedicated front side carvers who want to start 
exploring the terrain outside the boundary ropes, the Head Kore 93 offers a 
versatile mid-width option in the light-but-powerful KORE range. Head’s     
managed to shave weight in a number of ingenious ways, from the use of   
Graphene as a reinforcing agent to the Karuba wood core to the woven       
polyester topsheet, but this ski is no noodle. Don't worry, the edge grip and 
stability you crave are still there. 

Construction:  Karuba Light Wood Core, Graphene, Koroyd, Split sidewall, 
UHM C base. 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  153/ 162 / 171 / 180 / 189 

Radius: 16.4m@180cm 

Tip: 133mm 

Waist: 93mm 

Tail: 115mm 
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Head Kore 99 
The Head Kore 99 takes the KORE concept - a lightened construction that  
retains the aggressive nature and high speed stability Head’s known for to a 
mid-width platform that's suited for daily use even when it hasn't snowed     
recently. The 99 mm waisted version snaps off short radius turns with ease, 
performs adequately in bumps, and still kills it in the steep and deep. 

Construction: Karuba Light Wood Core, Graphene, Koroyd, Split sidewall, 
UHM C base. 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  162 / 171 / 180 / 189 

Radius: 17m@180cm 

Tip: 134mm 

Waist: 99mm 

Tail: 120mm 

 

Head Kore 105 
Like a great wrestler heading into the championships, Head KORE 105 have 
been able to drop weight while retaining their raw power and explosiveness. 
Using a new Graphene-KOROYD-Carbon sandwich construction built around a 
light Karuba wood core, the KORE 105 received rave reviews at last year's 
industry tests, especially among the fast and aggressive crowd.  

Construction: Karuba Light Wood Core, Graphene, Koroyd, Split sidewall, 
UHM C base. 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  171 / 180 / 189 

Radius: 17.8m@180cm 

Tip: 135mm 

Waist: 105mm 

Tail: 125mm 
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Head iTitan 
The Head I Titan has a well-deserved reputation for crushing  groomers with a 
race-like vengeance, it packs a ton of power and edge hold without making the 
ski too much of a handful or too hooky. 

Construction: Allride rocker, Eva 3.0 graphene power sidewall, structured 
UHM C Base, Ti jacket 

Best for: Groomers 

Lengths (cm):  170 / 177 

Radius: 15.5m@170cm 

Tip: 134mm 

Waist: 81mm 

Tail: 112mm 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Head V Shape V10 
At the heart of this ski is graphene, the strongest, thinnest and lightest material 
known to mankind.  Either on- or off-piste, your only instinct will be to ski every 
terrain thrown at you. 

Construction: Unique V-Shape Profile, V-Shape LYT Tech Construction,   

graphene power sidewall jacket, structured UHM C Base. 

Best for: On- and off-piste,  all-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  163 / 170 / 177 

Radius: 13.6m@170cm 

Tip: 139mm 

Waist: 85mm 

Tail: 121mm 
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K2 
 

 

K2 Marksman 
Set your sights on surfy fun down fresh white canvases or enjoy playful slush 
laps on a pair of the Pep Fujas special K2 Marksman. Their asymmetrical twin 
rocker design challenges the conformity of traditionally shaped skis and com-
bines a mix of control on your downhill ski mated with a playful spirit in softer 
conditions. Take aim at futuristic lines with the norm-defying K2 Marksman. 

Construction: All-Terrain Twin Rocker, Asymm Tip/Tail, Double Barrel aspen 
& fir core, Carbon Boost Braid. 

Best for: Powder, all-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  177 / 184 

Radius: 20m@184cm 

Tip: 132mm 

Waist: 106mm 

Tail: 126mm 

 

K2 Pinnacle 105 
Make the whole mountain your domain on the K2 Pinnacle 105. Charge 
through it all thanks to a versatile rocker profile that hits just the right mix of float 
and maneuverability for a great time from groomers to powder. Built with a stur-
dy fir and composite core reinforced with a layer of metal for power, the K2 Pin-
nacle 105 are a daily driver best suited to aggressive skiing in a wide variety of 
conditions and terrain choices. 

Construction: All-Terrain Rocker, Tapered Tip/Tail, Nanolite Konic Core, Metal 
Laminate, Triaxial Braid 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  170 / 177 / 184 

Radius: 19m@184cm 

Tip: 137mm 

Waist: 105mm 

Tail: 121mm 
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K2 Pinnacle 95 
Track through trees, pop powder pillows, and carve the corduroy all on one pair 
of skis. The K2 Pinnacle 95 are all-terrain superstars that fuse a fir and Nanolite 
Konic core with a right on the money 95 waist and an All-Terrain Rocker profile 
for a nimble wild card ski that darts down the hill. 

Construction:  All-Terrain Rocker, Tapered Tip/Tail, Nanolite Konic Core, Met-

al Laminate, Triaxial Braid 

Best for: Freeride, all-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  170 / 177 / 184 

Radius: 17m@184cm 

Tip: 132mm 

Waist: 95mm 

Tail: 115mm 

 

K2 Poacher 
For freestyle riders who love ripping natural terrain as much as they love      
showing off in the park and pipe, the K2 Poachers are the premiere jack of all 
trades. A light and durable fir and aspen core drives an all-terrain twin rocker 
shape for playfulness while the carbon reinforcements bring power and pop to 
your all-terrain game. Play in the sculpted features or carve up your own lines 
on the K2 Poachers.  

Construction: All-Terrain Twin Rocker, Double Barrel aspen & fir core, Carbon 
Boost Braid. 

Best for: Freeride, All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  163/ 170 / 177 / 184 

Radius: 19m@184cm 

Tip: 124mm 

Waist: 96mm 

Tail: 118mm 
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K2 Sight 
Launch off cat tracks, stomp jumps and hot dog it all over the mountain on the 
nimble and versatile K2 Sight. The aspen core is durable and damp with     
Carbon Boost Braid technology for extra pop. Tip and tail rivets reinforce the ski 
to help prolong its lifespan for lap after lap through the park and pipe, while 
TwinTech sidewalls further add to their durability 

Construction: All-Terrain Twin Rocker, Aspen core, Carbon Boost Braid, 
TwinTech Sidewalls 

Best for: All-mountain, Park & Pipe 

Lengths (cm):  159 / 169 / 179  

Radius: 19.5m@179cm 

Tip: 116mm 

Waist: 88mm 

Tail: 110mm 

 

NORDICA 
 

 

Nordica Enforcer 93 
Rip groomers, blast through chopped up off-piste snow, and regain trust in your 
ability to lay an edge anywhere on the mountain with the powerful and versatile 
Nordica Enforcer 93. Built around an Energy 2 Titanium core that boasts two 
sheets of metal for a stiffer flex and damp feel in variable conditions, the       
Enforcer 93 are a great daily driver option for those who like to ski hard, ski fast, 
and feel completely confident in their edge. 

Construction: UHMW base, ABS sidewall, Energy 2 titanium core. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 169 / 177 / 185 

Radius: 16.5m@177cm 

Tip: 126mm 

Waist: 93mm 

Tail: 114mm 
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Nordica Enforcer 100 
Back for their third year in a row, it's become very clear that the Enforcer 100 
has solidified their claim as one of the best all mountain skis in the world. The 
Enforcer 100's traditional hard charging metal and wood laminate construction 
dampens vibrations so you can blast through crud, wind buff and ice with confi-
dence. 

Construction:  UHMW base, ABS sidewall, Energy 2 titanium core. 

Best for: Freeride, all-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  177 

Radius: 16.5m@177cm 

Tip: 133mm 

Waist: 100mm 

Tail: 121mm 

 

Nordica Soulrider 
The Soul Rider 87's All-Mountain camRock profile provides the perfect balance 
of stability and liveliness! A touch of rocker in the tip and tail allows for quick 
turns and snappy shuffles while the 87mm waist and camber underfoot lend the 
quick edge-to-edge confidence you need to rail hot laps down the groomers. 
Grab the Nordica Soul Rider 87 and rediscover the precision, performance, and 
creativity that comes with classic, true twin park sticks. 

Construction:  All Mountain camRock, Energy 2 Carbon core, ABS Sidewalls, 
UHMW Sintered Base. 

Best for: Park & pipe, all-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  169/ 177 / 185 

Radius: 16.7m@177cm 

Tip: 124mm 

Waist: 87mm 

Tail: 114mm 
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ROSSIGNOL 
 

 

 

Rossignol Experience 94 
The Experience 94 features a central rail that eliminates counter-flexing, a   
Titanal reinforced construction for high speed stability and power, and tried and 
true full length sidewalls for the best snow-ski input in the business. Enjoy total 
confidence and control at the highest speeds, just about anywhere on the 
mountain with the exceptional Rossignol Experience 94. 

Construction: Progressive Sidecut, Sintered HD base, All-Terrain Rocker, LCT 
(Line Control Technology), Air Tip. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 173 / 180 / 187  

Radius: 18.5@187cm 

Tip: 132mm 

Waist: 94mm 

Tail: 122mm 

 

Rossignol Sky 7 HD 
Built on the original all-mountain dominating Sin 7 chassis but with the addition 
of Rossi's next gen Carbon Alloy Matrix, the Sky 7 HD will take your riding from 
standard to high definition in the blink of an eye.  

Construction: Paulownia wood core, mini cap sidewall, carbon alloy matrix, air 
tip, Sintered HD base. 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 156 / 164 / 172 / 180 

Radius: 17m@172cm 

Tip: 128mm 

Waist: 96mm 

Tail: 118mm 
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Rossignol Smash 7 
Ideal for skiers looking to push into side-piste terrain or progressing              
intermediates searching for an easy-going all-mountain ski.  

Construction: Poplar wood core, dura cap sidewall, Centered Sidecut,       

Sintered HD base 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 140/ 150 /160  

Radius: 22.5m@160cm 

Tip: 119mm 

Waist: 92mm 

Tail: 109mm 

 

 

Rossignol Soul 7 
The Soul 7 HD remains adept across the entire mountain, thriving in soft snow 
with their flotation friendly rocker profile and tapered tip and tail. There's a    
reason the Soul 7 has been a top seller since its introduction, and it's about 
time you discovered it's maneuverable, freeride design for yourself 

Construction: Paulownia wood core, ABS sidewall, Air tip 2.0, Carbon alloy 
matrix, Sintered HD base. 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 164/ 172 /180 / 188 

Radius: 17m@172cm 

Tip: 136mm 

Waist: 104mm 

Tail: 126mm 
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SALOMON 
 

 

Salomon QST85 
Dive into all-mountain exploration full force with the Salomon QST 85. With 
smooth All-Terrain Rocker in the tip, you'll deflect manky snow and blast 
through week-old chop with ease. And when you track back onto the groomers, 
the tight turning radius will have you arcing turns like a slalom racer. 

Construction: Semi-sandwich, wood core, All-Terrain Rocker 2.0, Total Edge 
Reinforcement, Koroyd Honeycomb Tip. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  161 / 169 / 177 / 185 

Radius: 17@177cm 

Tip: 128mm 

Waist: 85mm 

Tail: 113mm 

 

Salomon QST92 
The Salomon QST 92‘s are quick and nimble but still able to hold a fine edge in 
a carved turn -- in short, they do everything you could ask of a versatile front 
side ski and more. The special milled light wood core with weight-saving Koroyd 
honeycomb in the tips and tails means the ski feels light on your feet and is less 
ponderous in trees and bumps, while the carbon flax weave prevents the ski 
from feeling too nervous at speed and on harder snow. 

Construction: Space frame 3.0, Inverted 3D wood core, Koroyd honeycomb 
tips, sandwich sidewall, All-Terrain Rocker 2.0. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  169 / 177  

Radius: 17@177cm 

Tip: 130mm 

Waist: 92mm 

Tail: 113mm 
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Salomon QST99 
The top-selling Salomon QST 99 keep the win streak alive for 2019 with the 
addition of a vibration-quelling layer of basalt, while keeping the winning light-
but-powerful formula going. The QST is a tremendous choice for a do-it-all ski 
that handles everything from hard, fast groomers to a foot of fluff with aplomb, 
and functions well as a sometime touring ski as well. 

Construction: Space frame 3.0, Inverted 3D wood core, Koroyd honeycomb 
tips, sandwich sidewall, All-Terrain Rocker 2.0. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Bindings: Atomic FFG12 

Lengths (cm):  167 / 174 / 181 / 188  

Radius: 19@174cm 

Tip: 136mm 

Waist: 99mm 

Tail: 118mm 

 

YOUTH SKIS 
 

ARMADA 
 

 

Armada ARV 86 
The Armada ARV 86 is an all-mountain freestyle ride with impeccable park 
manners. A solid ash and poplar core gives the ski a light and lively foundation, 
and AR Freestyle Rocker profile means fun times whether you’re travelling      
regular, switch, or shuffling out landings. If you're looking for a playful all-around 
hardpack ski that shines both high on the mountain and on rails and boxes, the 
Armada ARV 86 is your answer. 
 

Construction:  S7 Base, Spin Tip, AR75 sidewall, pop-lite core 

Best for: Park/Pipe, All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  142 / 149 / 156 / 163 

Radius: 17m@163cm 

Tip: 114mm 

Waist: 86mm 

Tail: 108mm 
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Armada ARV 86 
The Armada ARV 86 is an all-mountain freestyle ride with impeccable park 
manners. A solid ash and poplar core gives the ski a light and lively foundation, 
and AR Freestyle Rocker profile means fun times whether you’re travelling      
regular, switch, or shuffling out landings. If you're looking for a playful all-around 
hardpack ski that shines both high on the mountain and on rails and boxes, the 
Armada ARV 86 is your answer. 
 

Construction:  S7 Base, Spin Tip, AR75 sidewall, pop-lite core 

Best for: Park/Pipe, All mountain 

Lengths (cm):  142 / 149 / 156 / 163 

Radius: 17m@163cm 

Tip: 114mm 

Waist: 86mm 

Tail: 108mm 

 

Armada Victa 93 
Smooth and versatile, the Armada Victa 93’s were born to open the door to the 
entire mountain. From crud to groomers to freshies, the Victa 93s are a ski that 
riders of virtually any skill level will appreciate  

Construction:  Comp series base, Carbon Kevlar Struts, AR50 sidewall,    

Power-Lite Core 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  151 / 159  

Radius: 17.5m@159cm 

Tip: 130mm 

Waist: 92mm 

Tail: 120mm  
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Atomic 90CTI 
Lightweight and expertly executed, the Atomic Vantage 90 Ti were perfected for 
all-mountain hard-charging ladies seeking hard-pack stability and an ample 
waist width for occasional soft-snow fun. A Titanal mesh reinforcement ensures 
a chatter-free ride through variable snow and combines with full sidewalls and 
Atomic s all-new Prolite construction for an exceptionally well designed ski. 

Construction: Prolite Construction, Power Woodcore, Titanium Tank Mesh, 
Full Sidewall, World Cup Base Finish. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  153 / 161 / 169 

Radius: 17.6m@169cm 

Tip: 126mm 

Waist: 90mm 

Tail: 112mm 

 

Atomic 97 C 
This season, Atomic approached ski design from an entirely new perspective. 

Rather than stripping away material from a pre-built chassis, they started with 

the lightest possible baseline, building up the skis in key areas until just the 

right balance of performance and lightweight durability was achieved. An     

extremely versatile all-mountain setup with a balanced rocker profile and   

snappy combination of poplar and carbon, the Vantage 97 C features           

everything accomplished skiers need to rip day in, day out. 

Construction: Prolite construction, power wood core, energy backbone,     

titanium tank mesh, world cup base finish 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  156 / 164 / 172 

Radius: 17m@164cm 

Tip: 128mm 

Waist: 97mm 

Tail: 117mm  

WOMEN’S SKIS 
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Blizzard Black Pearl 88 
The Black Pearl is for the strong intermediate to expert skier that is looking for 
versatility and fun on the mountain with a ski that can take on anything: it can 
float in light powder, fly down through the bumps, and very manoeuvrable on 
groomers. 

Construction: Sandwich compound sidewall, W.S.D. Light Poplar Beech 

Woodcore 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 145 / 152 / 159 / 166 

Radius: 14m@166cm 

Tip: 126mm 

Waist: 88mm 

Tail: 110mm 

 Blizzard Black Pearl 98 
When it comes to all-mountain women's skis that inspire confidence no matter 
what the conditions, the Black Pearl 98’s are in a class of their own. Easy to 
maneuver in softer snow, yet solid underfoot when the going gets icy. 

Construction: Sandwich compound sidewall, W.S.D. Light Poplar Beech 

Woodcore 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 159 / 166 / 173 

Radius: 15m@166cm 

Tip: 135mm 

Waist: 98mm 

Tail: 119mm 

WOMEN’S SKIS 
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 Blizzard Sheeva 9 
The Blizzard Sheeva 9’s are a new addition to the lineup for this season, with a 
super versatile waist width of 92mm and the proven DRT Technology built into 
a light package that you can toss around in bumps and tight spots but which 
stands up and shreds hard when you point them. If you're looking for one ski to 
handle it all with poise, powers, and grace, look to the Blizzard Sheeva 9.  

Construction:  Sandwich compound sidewall, ISO Paulownia Balsa Poplar 
Beech Woodcore, Carbon Flipcore D.R.T. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 156 / 164  

Radius: 14m@164cm 

Tip: 124mm 

Waist: 92mm 

Tail: 114mm 

 

DYNASTAR 
 

 

Dynastar Legend 88 
The "ringer" in Dynastar s all-mountain women's lineup, the Legend 88’s are 
built for the confident woman skier who doesn't hesitate to turn 'em into the fall 
line and let it rip.  

Construction: Paulownia Wood Core, Full ABS Sidewalls, Two Titanal      
Laminates 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  159 / 166  

Radius: 16m@166cm 

Tip: 125mm 

Waist: 88mm 

Tail: 109mm 
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Head Total Joy 
The Total Joy is one of the most versatile skis of its category. The surprising 
element in the Total Joy’s construction is the graphene, an extremely light-
weight yet strong material. It’s most comfortable on groomed terrain, but off-
piste skiing is easily accomplished. 

Construction: UHM-C base, superlight sandwich cap, KOROYD carbon con-

struction 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  148 / 153 / 158 / 163 

Radius: 13.6m@163cm 

Tip: 133mm 

Waist: 85mm 

Tail: 113mm 

 

K2 
 

 

 

K2 Alluvit 88 
The Alluvit 88 is nimble from edge to edge, stable at speed, and right at home 
on hardpack snow. Great for strong skiers who prefer to spend the majority of 
their time skiing on-piste, the K2 Alluvit 88 is all that and then some!  

Construction: All-Terrain Rocker, Bioflex Konic Technology, Hybritech      
Sidewalls 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 149 / 156 / 163 

Radius: 12.5m@163cm 

Tip: 128mm 

Waist: 88mm 

Tail: 110mm 
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K2 Empress 
Expand your freestyle rule beyond the territorial walls of the terrain park with 
the K2 Empress. An all-mountain ride with a playful flex, light weight, and twin 
rocker profile, the K2 Empress are the answer if you're looking to bounce 
around the resort, bustin' moves both in and out of the park. 

Construction: All-Terrain Twin Rocker, Aspen core, DuraCap Construction 

Best for: Park & Pipe, All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 139 / 149 / 159 

Radius: 16m@159cm 

Tip: 111mm 

Waist: 86mm 

Tail: 106mm 
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Nordica Santa Ana  
Sometimes, less is more; and in the case of the Nordica Santa Ana, this 
slimmed down, narrower version of it's wider sibling means all-mountain domi-
nation. The 93 mm waist is just the ticket to enjoy perfect conditions, brave 
blown out wind-swept moguls, and arc clean turns on the groomed with a single 
set of skis. 

Construction:  Poplar, Beech & Balsa core, ABS Sidewall, UHMW base. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  153 / 161 

Radius: 13.5m@161cm 

Tip: 124mm 

Waist: 93mm 

Tail: 112mm 

 

ROSSIGNOL 
 

 Rossignol Sassy 7 
The Sassy 7’s are perfect all-mountain skis for tweens and adult shredders 
alike. They'll comfortably handle everything winter throws at them and come 
back for more. 

Construction: Poplar wood core, cap construction, Sintered base, Air Tip 2.0. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  150 / 160  

Radius: 19m@160cm 

Tip: 118mm 

Waist: 90mm 

Tail: 108mm 
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Rossignol Sky 7 HD 
Built on the original all-mountain dominating Sin 7 chassis but with the addition 
of Rossi's next gen Carbon Alloy Matrix, the Sky 7 HD will take your riding from 
standard to high definition in the blink of an eye.  

Construction: Paulownia wood core, mini cap sidewall, carbon alloy matrix, air 
tip, Sintered HD base. 

Best for:  All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 156 / 164 / 172 / 180 

Radius: 17m@172cm 

Tip: 128mm 

Waist: 96mm 

Tail: 118mm 

 

Rossignol Spicy 7 
Sometimes it's all in the name - the Spicy 7’s  are guaranteed to add some zest 
to your ski season. A narrower profile ideal for all mountain riding and touring, 
the Spicy 7 also holds its own in softer conditions thanks to an exaggerated tip 
taper and super low swing weight combined with a Powder Turn Rocker shape 
that helps with float and control in the freshies.  

Construction:  Paulownia wood core, mini cap sidewall, carbon alloy matrix, 

Air Tip 2.0, Sintered HD base 

Best for:  All-mountain  

Lengths (cm):  154 / 162  

Radius: 19m@162cm 

Tip: 122mm 

Waist: 86mm 

Tail: 108mm 
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Salomon QST Myriad 85 
The Myriad 85 features a healthy dose of nose rocker up front, and a stable, 
cambered section underfoot for arcing turns and blasting chop with ease. Take 
these nimble beauties all over the mountain and tackle any and all conditions. 

Construction: Semi-sandwich, wood core, All-Terrain Rocker 2.0, Total Edge 
Reinforcement, Koroyd Honeycomb Tip. 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 153 / 161  

Radius: 16.1m@161cm 

Tip: 124mm 

Waist: 85mm 

Tail: 109mm 

 

Salomon QST Lux 92 
With its light-weight, full wood core construction, and the manoeuvrability of a 
rockered tip and early rise tail, the Lux gives women the confidence to explore 
new terrain and develop their off-piste skills. 

Construction:  Space frame 3.0, Inverted 3D wood core, Koroyd honeycomb 

tips, sandwich sidewall, All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm):  153 / 161 / 169 

Radius: 16m@161cm 

Tip: 128mm 

Waist: 92mm 

Tail: 111mm 
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Salomon Lumen 
Like the first rays of sunlight coming up over the peaks, the Salomon QST   
Lumen 99 cast a brilliant light on your all-mountain skiing goals, making precise 
turns and epic days possible and pleasurable. Long a favourite of experienced 
skiers who cover every inch of the mountain in search of the goods, the QST 
Lumen 99 turns a light feeling ski into a versatile all conditions weapon. 

Construction: Space frame 3.0, Inverted 3D wood core, Koroyd honeycomb 

tips, sandwich sidewall, All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

Best for: All-mountain 

Lengths (cm): 159 / 167  

Radius: 19m@167cm 

Tip: 134mm 

Waist: 99mm 

Tail: 116mm 
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